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Abstract 
This study was performed in order to determine the opinions of 4th Grade Classroom Teaching Department students on 
elementary literacy teaching. Screening model was used in the study. Data were collected by the questionnaire form developed 
by Kolaç (2010). Having the answers to open-ended questions reviewed via content analysis method, and having the data from 
field --- assessed, answers from students were thereby collected under different themes. Frequency (f) and percentage (P) values 
of all those data were assessed. As a result of the research, it was ascertained that, most of the teacher candidates expressed 
opinions on elementary literacy teaching to be practical, however it was further ascertained they were concerned particularly due 
to being inexperienced in elementary literacy teaching, and they would like to teach 1st and 3rd grades the most in their first year 
in teaching. Besides, teacher candidates stated that, specializing in the main field would on one hand be beneficial both in 
rendering better education to students, and better skills to teacher candidates, but on the other hand this might cause difficulties 
for teachers to go down to the level of students. Teacher candidates want to become specialized mostly in Maths and Turkish 
courses. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In the historical process, while humanity has continued its presence, it has developed skills that will make this 
process more meaningful. Apparently, among these, the ability to read and write has preoccupied mankind the most.  
In the historical process, the invention of writing is older however there is no doubt that it is closely related with the 
journey of reading.  
Today, individuals with reading and writing skills that can be expressed as literate constitute the most popular 
human type in modern societies. Because, literacy is regarded as an indicator of the development of societies. 
Today, in order to increase the number of literate people, there is an increasing demand shown to books and other 
written materials. Individuals who can read, correctly understand what they read and effectively write their feelings 
and thoughts can be successful in school and in their actual lives. Moreover, literacy is of great importance in the 
careers of individuals (Adıgüzel and Karacabey, 2010).  Therefore, the ability to read and write are not thought as 
two separate skills and today, this education given in primary schools, aims to provide both skills in an integrated 
manner.  
The main objective of elementary reading and writing is to ensure that the student gets the basic skills in reading 
and writing he will use throughout his life (Kavcar, Oğuzkan and Sever, 2004). In this context, the aim of teaching 
elementary reading and writing can be defined as "to ensure that students gain basic knowledge and skills they will 
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continuously use with respect to reading and writing education based on the skills of speaking, listening, viewing 
and comprehension the students have already attained before starting school" (Saral, 1971;4).  
General purposes of teaching elementary reading and writing can be listed as follows (Çelenk, 2006;13): 
 One’s ability to read texts ranked in accordance with one’s level at proper speed and with 
comprehension, 
 The ability to understand texts appropriate for one’s level and conversations one reads and listens to, 
 The ability to narrate one’s feelings, thoughts and impressions in oral and written form, 
 The ability to communicate effectively with one’s environment, 
 The ability to write a cursive script by following rules  
 The ability to enjoy learning and using Turkish language. 
Since elementary literacy education is a skill that an individual will use in primary education as well as in his 
entire life, classroom teachers have high responsibility in ensuring that this skill is effectively acquired. A class 
teacher should be equipped especially in terms of different teaching methods and activities performed (Oksal and 
Sadioğlu, 2008).  
Today, sound-based sentence method and accompanying cursive script which are being applied in elementary 
literacy teaching have increased the level of responsibility of first-grade teachers. Because, during such education, it 
is essential to have a teacher guiding students. With these changes, changes were observed in elementary literacy 
education given to teacher candidates in departments training classroom teachers.  However, there are several 
problems in the implementation stage of sound-based sentence method as well as in the education stage at faculties 
of education. Elementary literacy teaching course is theoretically given in faculties of education three hours per 
week (Demirtaş and Yıldırım, 2008) . This number is not enough for such a course that will form the basis of 
primary education.  In addition, the fact that faculty members do not have sufficient knowledge on sound-based 
sentence method renders elementary literacy teaching course given in faculties of education inefficient. 
The teacher’s inability to approach children, guide them and use appropriate teaching methods and techniques 
makes the child's adaptation to school difficult. By the time the children come to the first grade of primary school, 
they have already reached the level of development sufficient for learning to write. However, since small muscle 
development of children in this age period is still in the development stage, causing students to do too much writing 
work leads to fatigue, reluctance and tension (Çelenk, 2003). As a result, students are discouraged from writing or 
they scribble. One of the main reasons of this situation is the lack of adequate prudence and experience in classroom 
teacher in writing education. The child coming to school for the first time is ready to learn and acquire new skills, 
however  preparing those who are not ready for education and teaching  is a teacher's most important task (Tan, 
1998).  Keeping children in school under excessive pressure or leaving them in complete idleness will reduce the 
tendency of children to read (Razon, 1980). Therefore, gaining dominance in one’s field, developing a point of view 
in line with one’s field, knowing basic concepts in one’s field and making connections between them is essential for 
a teacher’s success in the profession (Eskicumalı, 2004). 
Teacher candidates studying at education faculties should be trained in such a way that they will have knowledge 
about a child's physical, mental and social development and apply relevant teaching methods and techniques. 
Because, elementary literacy teaching is one of the important works of primary school teaching that requires 
expertise, careful and strict implementation of a particular program, and has no tolerance towards mistakes 
(Cemiloğlu, 2001). However, today, teacher candidates graduating from faculties of education can face various 
difficulties in elementary literacy education. According to a study by Yıldırım (2007), teachers experience 
difficulties in application stage of sound-based sentence method. They face difficulties especially in the production 
of words with sounds following the first two sounds, moving onto sentences and teaching open syllables. According 
to a study by Biber (2007), teachers have shortcomings on the subject of handwriting, and this is reflected in 
practice.  
Careful monitoring of the child’s process of language acquisition by classroom teachers and especially by 
classroom teacher candidates in elementary literacy teaching is important for the effective progress of the process.  It 
is a fact that taking the views of teachers and teacher candidates on the issue and considering them in prospective 
plans will make a positive impact on the process. The purpose of this study is to obtain and examine views of 
classroom teacher candidates on elementary literacy teaching. For this purpose, answers will be sought for the 
following questions: 
1. Do teacher candidates see themselves qualified on the subject of elementary literacy teaching? 
2. Which grade do teacher candidates want to teach in their first year in teaching? 
3. Are the teacher candidates concerned about the possibility of teaching first grades when they are assigned 
as teachers? 
4. What should an effective elementary literacy course be like according to the teacher candidates? 
5. What do teacher candidates think about the idea of “Classroom teaching should be specialized in 
accordance with basic fields”? 
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6. What do teacher candidates think about the benefits of classroom teachers becoming specialized in 
accordance with basic fields”?  
7. What do teacher candidates think about the losses of classroom teachers becoming specialized in 
accordance with basic fields”? 
8. If it was possible for classroom teachers to become specialized in accordance with basic fields, in which 
field would teacher candidates prefer to become specialized? 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1. Research Pattern  
 
In the study, the screening model which is a quantitative research method has been used to determine the 
opinions of fourth grade primary school teaching department students about teaching elementary literacy. The 
screening model is ideal for wide sampling groups, and is a study method that “aims to collect data to determine 
certain characteristics of a group (Büyüköztürk, Kılıç Çakmak, Akgün, Karadeniz and Demirel, 2011; 16)    
 
2.2. Study Group 
 
The study population is comprised of teacher candidates studying at Atatürk University, Kazım Karabekir 
Education Faculty, whereas the sample is comprised of 82 final year students studying at classroom teaching 
department.    
 
2.3. Data Collection  
 
In the study, the views of teacher candidates were determined by a scale developed by Kolaç (2011). The scale is 
comprised of 8 questions 7 of which is open-ended and 1 of which is multiple-choice.  
 
2.4. Data Analysis 
 
Having the answers to open-ended questions reviewed via content analysis method, and having the data from 
field --- assessed, answers from students were thereby collected under different themes. Frequency (f) and 
percentage (P) values of all those data were assessed. Frequency distribution which shows the number of repetition 
of each data can be expressed with numbers as well as via graphs.    The use of percentages is the simplest and the 
most widespread methods of summarizing the measurements performed.  A measurement expressing the position of 
a certain measurement in a certain distribution relative to other measurements is called a percentage (Büyüköztürk, 
2009).    
 
3. Findings 
 
3.1. The findings from the first research problem 
 
43 teacher candidates answered “yes” and 77 answered “no” to the 1st study question “As a teacher candidate, do 
you see yourself qualified on the subject of elementary literacy teaching?”. This may suggest that teacher candidates 
do not see themselves significantly qualified in elementary literacy teaching. 
Findings of students who have expressed a positive opinion are given in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Frequency and percentage values with respect to positive opinions of teacher candidates on the subject of seeing oneself qualified on 
elementary literacy teaching 
 
Positive opinions of teacher candidates on the subject of seeing oneself qualified on 
elementary literacy teaching 
f % 
I think the education given in elementary literacy teaching courses is adequate. 14 32,5 
I am confident on elementary literacy teaching. 12 27,9 
I think I have enough knowledge and skills with respect to elementary literacy teaching. 12 27,9 
I think academics delivering elementary literacy teaching course cover the subject well. 5 11,6 
Total 43 100,0 
 
As can be seen in Table 1, teacher candidates who see themselves qualified on elementary literacy teaching and 
have expressed a positive opinion stated that they thought the education given in elementary literacy teaching course 
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was adequate, that they had enough knowledge and skills with respect to elementary literacy teaching, that they 
were confident on elementary literacy teaching and that academics delivering the course covered the subject well. 
The expression with the lowest percentage (%11, 6) “I think academics delivering elementary literacy teaching 
course cover the subject well” is thought-provoking in terms of teaching processes.  
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates said “Yes, I am confident and I think I have full skills”, 
another teacher candidate said “Yes, I took elementary literacy teaching course and had the opportunity to know 
better about child psychology. I think the education delivered is adequate.”  
Findings of students who have expressed a negative opinion are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Frequency and percentage values with respect to negative opinions of teacher candidates on the subject of seeing oneself qualified on 
elementary literacy teaching 
 
Negative opinions of teacher candidates on the subject of seeing oneself qualified on 
elementary literacy teaching 
f % 
I don’t think the education given in elementary literacy teaching courses is adequate. 24 31,1 
I think in-class practices are inadequate. 21 27,2 
I don’t think I have enough knowledge and skills with respect to elementary literacy teaching. 17 22,1 
I don’t think academics delivering elementary literacy teaching course cover the subject well. 8 10,4 
I am not confident on elementary literacy teaching. 7 9,1 
Total 77 100,0 
 
As can be seen in table 2, teacher candidates who don’t see themselves qualified on elementary literacy teaching 
stated that they didn’t think the education given in elementary literacy teaching course was adequate, that in-class 
practices were inadequate, that they didn’t have enough knowledge and skills with respect to elementary literacy 
teaching, that they weren’t confident on elementary literacy teaching and that academics delivering the course didn’t 
cover the subject well. As seen in table 2, teacher candidates significantly emphasized inadequacy of in-class 
practices. Accordingly they expressed that they didn’t have enough knowledge and skills. 
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates expressed an opinion as “No, I don’t think I receive the 
required knowledge.  Practices are inadequate”, another one said “No, it is difficult for me to see myself qualified on 
this subject without making practice. I haven’t learned many things on elementary literacy teaching, I think by 
practice I will acquire more.”  
 
3.2. The findings from the second research problem 
 
Findings of the 2nd study question “Which grade do you want to teach in your first year in teaching?” are given in 
table 3. 
 
Table 3: Grades teacher candidates want to teach in their first year in teaching? 
 
Grade f % 
1st grade 41 34,2 
3rd Grade 35 29,2 
4th Grade 20 16,6 
2nd Grade 13 10,8 
5th Grade 11 9,2 
Total 120 100,0 
 
As seen in table 3, the question “Which grade do you want to teach in your first year in teaching?” was replied as 
1st grade, 3rd grade, 4th grade, 2nd grade and 5th grade, respectively. 
 
3.3. The findings from the third research problem 
 
67 teacher candidates answered “yes” and 53 answered “no” to the 3rd study question “Are you concerned about 
the possibility of teaching first grade when you are assigned as a teacher?” These results show that more than half of 
teacher candidates are concerned about teaching 1st grade. The causes of this result are given in detail in table 4. 
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Table 4: Opinions of the teacher candidates who stated that they were concerned about teaching first grades in their first year in teaching 
 
Reasons why teacher candidates are concerned  f % 
I am not confident on elementary literacy teaching. 30 44,8 
I don’t have enough experience. 23 34,3 
I don’t have enough knowledge and skills. 7 10,5 
I think the education I have received is inadequate. 7 10,5 
Total 67 100,0 
 
As seen in table 4, teacher candidates are concerned about teaching first grades because they are not confident on 
elementary literacy teaching, do not have enough experience, don’t have enough knowledge and skills and they 
think the education they have received is inadequate. Teachers mostly are not confident on the subject of elementary 
literacy teaching. Yet they have no experience on this subject. This situation can be minimized by school practices. 
About this subject, while a teacher candidate expressed an opinion as “Yes, I don’t think I have enough 
knowledge and I think I will have difficulty in elementary literacy teaching,” another said “Yes, I don’t want to 
teach first grade in my first year, I am concerned about being helpful to them because I am inexperienced.” 
Detailed findings of teacher candidates who are not concerned about teaching first grades in their first year in 
teaching are given in table 5. 
 
Table 5: Opinions of the teacher candidates who stated that they were not concerned about teaching first grades in their first year in teaching 
 
Reasons why teacher candidates are not concerned   f % 
I am confident on elementary literacy teaching. 21 39,6 
I want to build a basis in first grade students. 21 39,6 
I think the education I have received is adequate.  11 20,8 
Total  53 100,0 
 
As can be seen in Table 5, teacher candidates are not concerned about teaching first grades because they are 
confident on the subject of elementary literacy teaching, they aim to build a basis in first grade students and think 
the education they have received is adequate. 
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates expressed an opinion as “No, because the most suitable grade 
for education works is first grade”, another one said “No, I am confident about my knowledge, searching ability, I 
will be successful.” 
 
3.4. The findings from the fourth research problem 
 
 Findings of 4th study question “What should an effective elementary literacy teaching course be like in order to 
clear your concerns? What are your suggestions? are given in table 6. 
 
Table 6: Suggestions from teacher candidates for a more effective elementary literacy teaching course 
 
Suggestions from Teacher candidates   f % 
Lectures should concentrate on practice. 52 43,3 
Adequate theoretical information should be delivered. 22 18,3 
Lectures should be more interesting and enjoyable. 18 15,0 
Coverage should be supported by materials. 14 11,7 
Lectures should be given in accordance with the new system. 14 11,7 
Total 120 100,0 
 
As seen in table 6, to the question “What should an effective elementary literacy teaching course be like in order 
to clear your concerns? What are your suggestions on this subject?”, teacher candidates answered "Lectures should 
concentrate on practice” with a high percentage. Teacher candidates also suggest that adequate theoretical 
information is delivered, lectures become more interesting and enjoyable, coverage is supported by materials and 
lectures are given in accordance with the new system. 
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates expressed an opinion as “Teaching each letter should be 
taught in practice”, another said “while taking the course, schools especially first grades should be visited”.Another 
teacher candidate answered as “There should be more practice, direct information is not of much use. Information 
and practice should be together.” 
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3.5. The findings from the fifth research problem 
 
91 teacher candidates answered “yes” and 29 answered “no” to the 5th study question “Do you agree with the 
idea “Classroom teaching should be specialized in accordance with basic fields” This result significantly implies 
that teacher candidates believe the need for “becoming specialized in accordance with basic fields”. 
Findings of this study question are presented in table 7 
 
Table 7: Opinions of teacher candidates on becoming specialized in accordance with basic fields 
 
Opinions of teacher candidates on becoming specialized in accordance with basic fields f % 
If the classroom teacher specializes in basic fields, he/she would be more helpful for the students.  63 52,5 
If the classroom teacher specializes in basic fields, he/she would be more skilled. 28 23,3 
If the classroom teacher specializes in basic fields, he/she wouldn’t have knowledge about every 
field. 
14 11,7 
If the classroom teacher specializes in basic fields, he/she cannot go down to the level of students. 9 7,5 
It will be difficult for classroom teacher to specialize in basic fields. 6 5,0 
Total 120 100,0 
 
Teacher candidates think that if the classroom teacher specializes in basic fields, he/she would be more helpful to 
the students and more skilled, however they also think that classroom teachers specialized in basic fields wouldn’t 
have knowledge about every field, if the classroom teacher becomes specialized, he/she cannot go down to the level 
of students and it will be difficult for classroom teachers to specialize.  
 
3.6. The findings from the sixth research problem 
 
Findings of 6th study question “what do you think can be the benefits of classroom teachers becoming 
specialized in accordance with basic fields” are given in table 8. 
 
Table 8: Opinions of teacher candidates on benefits of becoming specialized in basic fields 
 
Opinions of teacher candidates on benefits of becoming specialized in basic fields f % 
Teacher would be more productive in his/her specialty. 24 31,6 
He/she would become more helpful to students. 20 26,3 
The quality of education would increase. 16 21,1 
Teacher would be more confident. 8 10,5 
Teaching would be easier. 8 10,5 
Total 76 100,0 
 
As seen in table 8, 76 teacher candidates have expressed opinions with respect to the benefits of becoming 
specialized in basic fields.  
Teacher candidates think that by becoming specialized in basic fields, one would be more helpful in one’s 
specialty, more helpful to students, the quality of education would increase, teacher would be more confident and 
teaching would be easier. 
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates expressed an opinion as “If the classroom teacher becomes 
specialized, there will be great benefits in teaching and delivering”, another one said “A quality education would 
arise and the teacher would be more confident”.  
 
3.7. The findings from the seventh research problem 
 
 Findings of 7th study question “what do you think can be the losses of classroom teachers becoming specialized 
in accordance with basic fields” are given in table 9. 
 
Table 9: Opinions of teacher candidates on losses of becoming specialized in basic fields 
 
Opinions of teacher candidates on losses of becoming specialized in basic fields f % 
It would be difficult to go down to student level. 17 38,6 
It would restrict, challenge the teacher. 11 25,0 
Teacher would fail to satisfy in other fields. 9 20,5 
There would be no need for branch teachers. 7 15,9 
Total 44 100,0 
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As seen in table 9, 44 teacher candidates have expressed opinions with respect to the losses of becoming 
specialized in basic fields. Teacher candidates think that after becoming specialized in basic fields, it would be 
difficult to go down to student level, becoming specialized in basic fields would restrict, challenge the teacher, 
teacher would fail to satisfy in other fields and there would be no need for branch teachers. 
On this subject, while one of the teacher candidates expressed an opinion as “I think it would restrict classroom 
teachers”, another said “I think the need for branch teachers would be reduced”.  
 
3.8. The findings from the eight research problem 
 
Findings of 8th study question “If it was possible for classroom teachers to become specialized in accordance 
with basic fields, in which field would you prefer to become specialized?” are given in table 10. 
 
Table 10: Fields teacher candidates want to become specialized in 
 
Field f % 
Mathematics 41 34,2 
Turkish  22 18,2 
Knowledge of Life  12 10,0 
Music   12 10,0 
Science 11 9,2 
Social Science 11 9,2 
Physical Education  6 5,0 
Painting 5 4,2 
Total 120 100,0 
 
As seen in table 10, teacher candidates intensely want to become specialized in Maths and Turkish. Least 
preferred specialty fields are Physical Education and Painting. Teacher candidates who have preferred Maths 
expressed that they were interested in Maths and were confident in Maths teaching. They added that, at the same, 
Maths was more important than other fields and students had more difficulty in Maths. Teacher candidates who have 
preferred Turkish want to become specialized because the subjects are valid all the time, they think they are 
qualified in teaching Turkish and they are interested in Turkish.  In reasons for preference of other fields, the 
answers of interest and confidence are frequently encountered. 
 
4. Conclusion and discussion  
 
In the light of the questions asked in this study where it was intended to reach views of teacher candidates on 
elementary literacy teaching, we have reached the following conclusions. A large percentage of teacher candidates 
see themselves unsatisfactory in elementary literacy teaching because they think that in-class practices are 
inadequate, teacher candidates' knowledge and skills are lacking and the education delivered is unsatisfactory. Most 
teacher candidates stated that they preferred to teach first grades and third grades in their first year in teaching. 
However, the majority of teacher candidates are concerned about teaching first grades. Because they expressed that 
they are mostly unsatisfactory on the subject of experience that they weren’t confident and they had shortcomings 
on the subject of elementary literacy teaching.  
Teacher candidates are mostly in agreement on the subject of elementary literacy teaching course being 
application-oriented so that concerns in elementary literacy teaching may be eliminated. Also in a study by Demirtaş 
and Yıldırım (2008), it was observed that teacher candidates reached a consensus on the subject of elementary 
literacy teaching course being practical rather than being limited by theoretical information only.   
Based on the foregoing results, it has become apparent that practical education in combination with theoretical 
education should be considered in elementary literacy teaching. Academics delivering education of this course in 
faculties of education should be trained on the subject of elementary literacy teaching and should be able to deliver 
education to students on a satisfactory level. In this way, bias of teacher candidates in their first year in teaching 
especially towards first grades would be overcome.  
Majority of teacher candidates have a positive look towards specializing in basic fields. Teacher candidates think 
that if classroom teachers are specialized in one of the basic fields, he/she will be more productive and deliver better 
education to students and hence quality of education would increase.  
As for losses of specializing in basic fields, they think teachers will expect more from their students and 
accordingly there will be difficulty in going down to student level. Moreover, it is thought that specializing will 
challenge the classroom teacher.  
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Teacher candidates want to become specialized mostly in the fields of Maths and Turkish. The reasons for the 
preference of Maths are the candidates’ interest in Maths and their confidence in teaching this lesson. The reasons 
why they have preferred Turkish is that teacher candidates see themselves qualified in teaching Turkish, that they 
like Turkish course and that Turkish will be a valid field all the time. The reasons for the preference of other fields 
concentrate on the answers of interest in the relevant field and confidence. 
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